
SAGIST GROUP is meeting with hotel and
luxury villas investors from Marrakech and
Croatia
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"In this economic turbulent period, the

demands of Marrakech and Crotian

investors actually show that the economic

crisis will follow a temporary course."

ISTANBUL, ISTANBUL, TURKEY,

November 13, 2022 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- According to the

information we received from the

secretariat of Sagist Group CEO Metin

Durmaz; who canceled the World Cup

program in Doha yesterday and

urgently moved to Marrakech; It will

meet with its investors for 3 big hotels

and 20 luxury villas in Marrakech.

Durmaz, who will stay in Marrakech

until the 19th, will go to Croatia from

here.

According to the information we

received from Sagist Group, Metin

Durmaz's new favorites are Marrakech

and Croatia. It coordinates the Hotel

and Luxury villa investors and projects

of these regions by constantly meeting

with its investors.

The company, which can complete turnkey hotel and villa projects from A to Z, including the

construction and furniture decoration, said that the regional investors could not meet the

meeting demands to meet with SAGIST GROUP. Even though Qatar was the special guest of the

World Cup, Mr. Metin canceled the Doha Qatar program yesterday and urgently went to

Marrakech.

The fact that SAGIST GROUP is one of the best companies in the world in the luxury hotel

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.hotelmobilya.com
http://www.instagram.com/sagistgroup
http://www.instagram.com/sagistgroup
https://www.hotelmobilya.com/luxury-hotel-furniture-factory


INTERNATIONAL UNION OF

ARCHITECTS, UIA, Metin DURMAZ

furniture and luxury villa manufacturer, decoration,

and construction sector and its orientation to

Marrakech and Croatia clearly shows us that the

investors of these countries will make serious

investments by the end of this year.

In this economic turbulent period, the demands of

investors actually show that the economic crisis will

follow a temporary course.

Metin DURMAZ will give a conference on

"environmental product designs" in Barcelona, Spain,

at the invitation of the World Union of Architects UIA.

In his speech, he will explain the environmental effects

of architecture and products, and how to make and

produce designs compatible with nature to famous

architects.
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